
Date #

2021

Sun 1 Aug Phefumula

Moderate hike up the escarpment. 

Boerie rolls and craft beer after the  

hike.

C R35(R95) 150 km R350 R462

Sun 1 Aug Phefumula
Photography Hike. Boerie rolls and 

craft beer after the hike.
C R35 (R95) 150 km R350 R462

Wed 4 Aug Nt'Shonalanga

Easy to  moderate cross country 

hiking. Some game about.  Large 

swimming pool at end.

V R65 (125) Varies R2.50 R3.30

Fri 6  to Mon 

9 August
Kaapschehoop

Hike through scented pine forests, 

lush indigenous forest and 

interesting rock formations. If it's 

not too misty you may catch sight of 

a wild horse or two.

Fri 6  to Mon 

9 August

Bannerman / 

Langalibelele

Central Drakensberg hiking - only for 

the very fit.

Sun 8 Aug Peglarae

Wilderness area on northern side of 

Magaliesberg.Mainly moderate to 

strenuous off path walking. Sightings 

of Vultures on the escarpment.

F R20 (R80) 130 R325 R430

Wed 11 Aug Khatlampi
Path walking through hills and along 

waterways.  Some game.
V R35(R95) Varies R2.50 R3.30

Sun 15 Aug Castle Gorge

Strenuous hike to the saddle for 

amazing views  and then go to the 

pools to cool off or to the waterfall.

C R0(R60) 122 km R305 R402

Mon 16  to 

Fri 20 Aug
Oorlogskloof

Niewoudville, Northern Cape - only 

for the very fit.

Wed 18 Aug Hoogland Hydro

Easy to moderate path walking  in  

very pretty hills and valleys.  Plenty 

of game in  the  area.

V R50(R110) Varies R2.50 R3.30

Sun 22 Aug Bergheim*

Zig-zag path to the top. Walk along 

the escarpment or maybe explore 

one of the kloofs.

C

R40(R100) 212 km R530 R699

Wed 25 Aug B'Sorah
Moderate to easy path walking over 

hills and along Skeerpoort river.
V R50 (110) Varies R2.50 R3.30

Sat 28 Aug TBA 90th Anniversary Lunch V

Sun 29 Aug Foothold*

A myriad of hiking possibilities once  

you reach the escarpment.  Relax for 

lunch near crystal clear pools.

C R0 (R60) 167 km R417 R551

Discuss with leader

Discuss with leader

Discuss with leader

To be Advised

*Involves steep long climbs, typically 300m or more.  Not suitable for visitors unless already reasonaly sports fit or are experienced hikers.  Sunday Hikes are typically 7 hours  or  longer, often in tough terrain without 

paths.  Three hous of hiking up sometimes steep mountainsides and down valleys, over rough ground and scrub are usually covered, before stopping for 1/2 hour lunch break,a fter which a further 3 hours of hiking 

back to the start point covers a typical day.  Leisure Hikes are typically 3 to 4 hours of relatively slow walking up to 6 km, usually on paths with plenty of stops.  Level 2- Moderate Faster pace  with fewer 

rest/recovery stops and a longer distance.  Level 3 - Fast Challenging for the fit hiker with a fast pace and long distance.

WEDNESDAY HIKES - MEET AT 08:15 AT THE VENUE AND HIKE AT 08:45 SHARP BOOKINGS:  Members receive preferential bookings.

Event Description
Fee (non-

mem)

Return 

Distance

Transport Cost                          

<2L             >2L

AUGUST 2021

C= Gateview House, Constantia Park  GPS co-Ords: 26 08' 58.52"S 27 55' 32.57" E The suggested SUNDAY transport fee of R2.50/km is calculated on a vehicle less that <2L, and above >2L is R3.30 per  

km (excl tolls).  The total fee should be divided by the  driver and other occupants in the car.  The driver and occupents 

should agree on the rate  before depating eg 100 km<2L would be R250.00 and >2L would be R330.00.  The  total cost is 

divided amongst the occupants.

F= Outside Checkers, Pineslopes Shopping Centre, Fourways. GPS Co-ords: 26 01' 19.86"S  28 00' 57.85" E

V = Meet at Venue    A = Book with Club Admin     L = Book with Leader        #  Meeting Place

SUNDAY HIKES - MEET  AT 07:30 AND LEAVE AT 08:00 SHARP



*Involves steep long climbs, typically 300m or more.  Not suitable for visitors unless already reasonaly sports fit or are experienced hikers.  Sunday Hikes are typically 7 hours  or  longer, often in tough terrain without 

paths.  Three hous of hiking up sometimes steep mountainsides and down valleys, over rough ground and scrub are usually covered, before stopping for 1/2 hour lunch break,a fter which a further 3 hours of hiking 

back to the start point covers a typical day.  Leisure Hikes are typically 3 to 4 hours of relatively slow walking up to 6 km, usually on paths with plenty of stops.  Level 2- Moderate Faster pace  with fewer 

rest/recovery stops and a longer distance.  Level 3 - Fast Challenging for the fit hiker with a fast pace and long distance.



Moderate to 

Strenuous

Mark Eifler (Level 3)(LOD)   

Evadne le Goff (Level 2)   Betsie 

Laubscher (LTT)

078 775 4847              

064 686 4424        082 

867 4998

Moderate to 

Strenuous
Ryan de Haast 083 743 5221

Moderate Philip Welchman 083 254 0651

Back Pack Neil Ransome 082 420 9465

Moderate Sabine Behr 082 851 8627

Moderate to 

strenuous

Mary Reynolds (Level 2) Betsie 

Laubscher(Level 1)

082 372 4869         082 

867 4998

Easy to 

moderate 
Mike Pouncett 083 212 8851

Moderate to 

difficult

Rinet van Lill (Level 1)  Evadnee 

le Goff (Level 2)  Mark Eifler  

(Level 3)(LOD)

084 751 5560      064 

686 4424     078 775 

4847

Difficult Sabine Behr 082 851 8627

Moderate Jim Yetman 072 436 2014

Difficult

Betsie Laubscher(Level 1)    

Roger Price (Level 2) (LOD)     

Neil Ransome (Level 3)

082 867 4998         082 

633 7551         082 420 

9465

Moderate Derek Walters 082 375 6832

Bev Brockman 

Very Difficult Ed Coogan (LOD) 082 657 2147

To be Advised

*Involves steep long climbs, typically 300m or more.  Not suitable for visitors unless already reasonaly sports fit or are experienced hikers.  Sunday Hikes are typically 7 hours  or  longer, often in tough terrain without 

paths.  Three hous of hiking up sometimes steep mountainsides and down valleys, over rough ground and scrub are usually covered, before stopping for 1/2 hour lunch break,a fter which a further 3 hours of hiking 

back to the start point covers a typical day.  Leisure Hikes are typically 3 to 4 hours of relatively slow walking up to 6 km, usually on paths with plenty of stops.  Level 2- Moderate Faster pace  with fewer 

rest/recovery stops and a longer distance.  Level 3 - Fast Challenging for the fit hiker with a fast pace and long distance.

BOOKINGS:  Members receive preferential bookings.

Rating Leader of the Day Convener Phone

AUGUST 2021
The suggested SUNDAY transport fee of R2.50/km is calculated on a vehicle less that <2L, and above >2L is R3.30 per  

km (excl tolls).  The total fee should be divided by the  driver and other occupants in the car.  The driver and occupents 

should agree on the rate  before depating eg 100 km<2L would be R250.00 and >2L would be R330.00.  The  total cost is 

divided amongst the occupants.



*Involves steep long climbs, typically 300m or more.  Not suitable for visitors unless already reasonaly sports fit or are experienced hikers.  Sunday Hikes are typically 7 hours  or  longer, often in tough terrain without 

paths.  Three hous of hiking up sometimes steep mountainsides and down valleys, over rough ground and scrub are usually covered, before stopping for 1/2 hour lunch break,a fter which a further 3 hours of hiking 

back to the start point covers a typical day.  Leisure Hikes are typically 3 to 4 hours of relatively slow walking up to 6 km, usually on paths with plenty of stops.  Level 2- Moderate Faster pace  with fewer 

rest/recovery stops and a longer distance.  Level 3 - Fast Challenging for the fit hiker with a fast pace and long distance.


